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About This Game

Got a job for you

A simple smash and grab, nothing too complicated. You see, during the evacuation of the now corrupted sectors, a whole lot of
valuable material got left behind. Most of that material is still there, just waiting for someone crazy enough to fight their way

through the endless swarm of crazed zealots that guard the place.

But I trust that won't be a problem for a madman like you.

About

Debris Field is a top down physics based space shooter with rogue-like elements, that focuses on using Newtonian movement to
out maneuver swarms of enemies.

You will have to fight your way through a series of unforgiving arenas, learning to use Newtonian movement to give yourself an
edge over your enemies. Upgrade your ship and your weapons along the way whatever you can find, but don't take too long, as

the enemy will soon overwhelm you.

The full game contains:

  Physics based movement
  5 unique levels with different terrain and enemies
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  Several starting ships, with different stats and loadouts
  A dynamic system of incremental stacking upgrades

  A persistent difficulty over time system to keep you on your toes

The Demo contains only the first level, but is otherwise unlimited.

Follow me on Twitter @BinaryNomadDev for news and development updates

Thank You!
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Linux OS:
I found a few problems In the Linux OS build, and will be fixed as soon as possible.

I will post an announcement about it.

Thank you very much and I will do my best.. Mano's Announcement :
Thank you very much for the love and support I'm receiving, It is truly amazing
 And "A" big thanks to steam for making all of this possible.

 This is the first project I ever published to steam, and as a solo developer, I decided to drop the price from 24$ to 14$ because I
want more people to experience my game, and trust me and my work.

I don't want to feel that I overpriced anything because I will feel very bad about it.

I am new to steam and I would love to learn more about this platform, meet nice people and make new friends.

Please don't hesitate to contact me via email I would love to hear from you.

Thank you very much for playing.

Kind regards,
Mano. EscapeeZ The first game play on Youtube:
Watch the first EscapeeZ gameplay on my channel:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0-QxkfbukzE&t=31s

In this video, I explain the game and the controls and some
heads up and hints before playing!

Thank you very much for watching!
Mano. Linux OS:
I am happy to announce that EscapeeZ Is now available on LinuxOS.
It had some problems and now It's fixed.

Thank you and enjoy your escape! 
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